Tactex Asset Management Launches the Teldar US Long Short Equity Fund
Tactex Asset Management, a Canadian investment management firm, has launched the Teldar Long
Short US Equity Fund, a quantitative multi-strategy fund that aims to provide absolute returns with
low correlation to equity markets.
Montreal, Quebec (October 20th, 2016) – Tactex Asset Management Inc. (“Tactex”) announces the
launch of the Teldar US Long Short Equity Fund (the ‘’Fund’’). The Fund focuses on strategies that use
quantitative models to capture abnormal returns while hedging market exposure to minimize portfolio
volatility.
The Fund trades mid to large-cap U.S. equities and ETFs and is diversified across most sectors, targeting
returns of 15-20% with low correlation to equity markets. The Fund is available to qualifying investors.
“Our team brings an exceptional track record managing long short portfolios. The Fund uses a unique
set of quantitative strategies focused on predicting the actions of market participants around key
events” says Jeremy Lin, Portfolio Manager of the Fund. “By marrying this model with a hedged
approach, our fund has the ability to capture returns under all market conditions.”
Liam Cheung, CEO of Tactex Asset Management, commented: “We are excited to have Teldar join our
family of funds. With so many of the most successful long short strategies in the market no longer
accepting new investment, Teldar is well positioned to cater to the growing demand for this asset class.”
Tactex Asset Management Inc.
Tactex Asset Management, a wholly owned subsidiary of Tactico Inc., is an asset manager that uses its
modern investment management platform to offer unique and cost effective funds. Tactex is a Canadian
based Portfolio Manager (PM), Investment Fund Manager (IFM) and Exempt Market Dealer (EMD)
registered in Quebec (PM, IFM and EMD), Ontario (PM, IFM and EMD), Alberta (PM and EMD), British
Columbia (PM and EMD) and New Brunswick (PM). The Tactex team has in depth experience,
knowledge, and expertise in investment fund management and investment dealer services.

